To receive credit above the 100 level, students must submit a copy of the original syllabus to the relevant department as soon as possible. This is especially critical for any direct enrollment or non-Flagship required coursework. Students are also encouraged to maintain a file of completed assignments to provide in cases where the provided syllabus is not adequate to establish equivalency. Students may also be asked to acquire a translated syllabus, in English. The Turkish Flagship advisor will assist with obtaining syllabi for required Flagship coursework relevant to CEUS. This does not extend to direct enrollment courses offered outside the required Flagship curriculum.

To receive credit for the Flagship summer abroad, a student must have solid “Intermediate level scores”: Students with ILR Level 1+ scores in at least two modalities, and no less than Level 1 in the two other modalities are eligible to be considered for the overseas summer program. To qualify for the Flagship academic year abroad (Capstone year), students must have an ILR Level 2 score in speaking and at least one other modality (reading, writing, listening). They may have no less than a 1+ in the remaining two categories.

The CEUS-R491 Capstone Seminar in Central Eurasian Studies is required for the CEUS major. It should be taken in your final year at IU, and must be taken on the Bloomington campus.